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DEVELOPMENTAL.CHANGESND INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG ROLE,--TAKING,'`'

MORAL JUDGMENTS AND CHILDREN'S SHARING

The major purpose of the present study was to investigate'the inter-
relationships among the development of role-taking skills, moral judgm9ntssand,
sharing behavior of bqys and.girls tft kindergarten, first,. second and third

. grades.

Several investigators (Green & Schneider, 1974; Handlon & Gross, 1958;
'Midlarsky & Bryan, 1967; Sta b Se.Feagans, 190; Ugurel-Semin, 1952; & Wright,
P942) have reported that,th amount of sharing and helping displayed by children
between 4 and 12 years tendd to increase with age. Recently, however, this'
finding was confirmed only whew children were sharing candies they "deserved"
rather than candies they did "not deserve" (Olejnik, 1974).

,

One possible explanation why older children appear to beihave more altruis-
tically is that since they are older they have had more opportunities to learn
self-sacrificing responses by imitating, adults and peers as welf,nshaving had
more opportunities to be rewarded for their-sharing and helping. In their re-

. self-sacrificing behavior by children, Bryan and London (1970Y cited
several studies which provided evidence for the influence of behavioral example
and reinforcement on the donation behavioi of children. However, in his review
of the 'altruism research, Krebs (1970) noted that Studies,on the modeling of al-
truistic behavior have produced temporary effects father than lohg term changes
and that these studies have not demonstrated modeling effects which generalize
to. a variety of aelf-,sacrifide situations. Krebs also poirfted,out that modeling
was merely a description of behavioral sequences, rather than an .explanation for
the behavior.

Just, last month however, Philippe Rushton (1975) reported a study on the
immediate and long-term effects of modeling, preaching and,moral judgment on
generosity in children and found that modeling was effective in influencing
the donating behavior of children (7 to lryeara of age) not only immediately

,

but also two months later. He concluded that "internalization' had occurred
and also noted that there was a relationship between moral judgments and getter-
osity.

This leads me to a second, more cognitive explanation for the apparent in-
crease in the altruistic behavior of children as they get older, that is,, there
are.developmental changes in children's cognitive thoughtprocesses which in-
fluence their moral judgments and behavior. According to Piaget (1932), the
egocentric thought of young children prevents them from judging moral- situations ,

from any viewpoint other than. their own and .therefore limits their moral judg-
ments and social interactions in a variety of activities. Piaget (1926), Fla-
yell et al. (194), Selman (1974) and others have.inVestigated'developmental
changes in role-taking skills in children between four and fourteen years and
have found that while signs of role-taking.skills begin to develop around three
years, it isn't Until sometime during middle-childhood or even as late as early
adolescence that children are capable of accurately taking the role of another
person, Carolyn.Shantz .1974') recently stated that "given the importance in our
society of prosocial behavioral development, it is particularly critical that
ore systematic investigations occur on the impact of cognitive development on

social behavior and social behavior on cognitive development."
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Although-there acre interesting and apparent developmental changes in the

sharing behavior of children and their role-taki:ng'skills, until recently, the
relationship between these behavioral and cognitive changes has not been inves-
tigated. Rubin and Schneider (1973) reported positiv)telati64phips: among moral
judgments (S. Lee's adaptation of Kohlberg's moral judgment stories)'communica-
tive egocentrism (Glucksberg & Krauss., 1967) and two measures of.aliruism;
1) candy donation; and 2) helping a younger child, Their-research however, fo-
cused on children at one age (7 years) rather than obtaining either cross-sec-
tional or longitudinal data Additional evidence,for'a relationship between

-role-taking and altruistic behaytor was reported a few maths agoby Krebs and
Sturrup (1974) with a small sampleof second and third grade children, However,
-there is still little evidence'for any relationship'between role-taking skills
and sharing behavior for childrgn under seven yearly, although the role-taking
skills have al52Ady been developing.-

%

°

Th"gsgirst hypothesis of-the present study was that. children between 5 and &
Years-Of age ho are capable of accurately perceiving the emotional and cognitive
aspects of another's pofition would be more altruistic than children who have net
developed these abilities. And whether froth an intuitive, theoretical or logical,
perspective, it is expected that role.- taking !kilts are necessary but not suffi-
cient prerequisites for the development ofOhildren"s sharing behavior,

Role-taking and moral judgments

Just as there have been only a few seudiss an the relationship htween
taking and moral behavior, few investigatare have reported relationships be1tween
role-taking and moral judgments (Ambron & Irwin, 1975; Irwin & Ambron,'1973i Moir,
1974;'4Selman, 1971). It was Selman (1971) who first found that with eight, nine
and ten year old children, those whrl'had developed reciprocal roletaking skills
were more likely to make moral judgments at the' conventional rather than the Ire-
conventional level. Reciprocal roleT-taking ability appeared to be lanecessary
prerequisite for the development of moral judgments in ehildrea. Recently, Moir
(1974) found additional evidence using Kohlberg's moral judgment interview with
11, year old girls that.not only supports Selman's earlier `finding on the asso-
ciation between role-taking (both moral and non-moral) and moral judgments but
also indicates that the relationship was found-to be independent of conventional
verbal intelligence.

'

It was two years ago.in Philadelphia at the last SRCD meetings when Michelle
Irwin and Sueann Ambron (1913) reported on the telationships between role.-taking
and mora1judgments in 5 and 7.year olds, In support of Selman's earlier work,
Irwin and Ambron found that role,taking and moral judgments were significantly .

correlated and that the relationship was strongest between cognitive role-taking
and intentionality. However, they concluded that their research suggests "that
further study is needed with regard to the ontological development-of these two'
concepts (role-taking and moral judgments) in relation to each other" (p. 34).
They also suggestedthat future studies should not only 11 "extend the age range
to include five, six and seven year olds" (p. 53), but also 2) study "whetherf

, the degree of maturity in moral understanding is related to the degree of matur-
ity in moral behavior during early and middle ehildhood" (p. 54),

Since Selman (1971) suggested that "the time period during which one chOoses
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a
td.examtne.the cal-dbva, c.. two proceaes (atoletakng and moral j!Ali,-

0,..Ta critic t is 10.1claiaaI nntiaArate finding a cioso re-
latiobRNa .hetween TO: ca r and moral judgmFnts at an.. and all ages" (p,'89);
th preser,croaa-seat'icar ,aad? was undertaken to invesCigate developmental
Ophgestn:thebe telatia-!),:a and to test whether Ole relationship between role,
t4kinii.,and moral juda.,cot.t.eaa conaletent at different ages. It was hypothesized

athat'tht: five, six, seven al .1. e!yaht year old clilldren in the present study with
letterdevelofrd would make moral judgments at a more advanced
,

-stage than clrildren who have not developed these skills,-

Modal udnen><s and _stsring

Although it has been empected that moral judgments and moral behavior would
be related, t!leOme classic worlis o rartahorne and May (1921-30)
researchera ba,re not-estle-: a a':rona re137:11 ?etween moral reaaoning
ra! moral rule :'ar the hypothenis.of a 12ela-
c4.onship betyeen moral 7:easollui; and cheatinP; behavior ((Irian, 7ohlberg, & White,
1961alaehe, Lehre-r:.1 moral conduct NcLaughlin & Stephens, 1974):
and childten'a prosocial behavior (Robin t Schne1der, 1973: Rushton9 1975
LTatarelafefn, 1952).

c.

taaatv-taa ar:o in an study on ,.2.irru1sm withiachildrenin
Istanhol invete? the relonship between moral hehavioi and
age: social clans, e!(.7e 7,.. ma -a ludament, Children between 4 and
16 '!Pj were asked to d.1' 41P. raaaull. numer of nuts between themselves and
another child: Ugurelaccmir ';',aund that geraasIty Increased in children between

and. 6 veir-a and that Che aaah1ta% tendency -an st!.cagest in children between 4
alad 6 ..rears of age,4T'aere as a renalatenca, %awef=a moral behavior and moral
;:alaments among the,childaen -no shared equ411y ttioe,e who were generous,
RuMr. and Schneider-rD/3) i!ound a rositivacarrelAttoa between moral judgments
and,prosocial behaviors anons 7 year old c1.,'lck-en :and recently, Roal4ton (1975)
(found thkt children .41th hlaher levels ofsmaral Judgments on'Plaget type tasks
donated more than childrea wt1-, lower level!. of moral _9udgmente arss a result 'a

of these findinga InvolV:trA ziora1 judmenta and children's prosoatal.behaviors,
It was hvaeeiJed t1ari 1.1ren'a c.3 la and the noaal on Piaa?
ian moral dilemmas would be -telateala Children who make mOlal judFments at the
higher levels of moral reacasai1lp would share more than children who make floral
judgments at lower leVels of moral reasoning.

1'70-aa/Iludgments: prescrlFaCaa nd proscriptive

2Researea on moral ..juialaeara been primarily stimulated by Plejet
and Kohlbera (1952; 196 4), PatIl. theorists view maaal development it ta-mrs df
cognitive processeo0in makina moral judgments,and 1ot!t sw,aest eit: .ao-a1.devel
opment. proaresses through a sequence of stages doe to chancng ;structures
a71,ich111-- moral concepts While investigating he child's ts,spect for ee

order are the ,!4ld'a eenTe of T",

t it tr;.: rivah the pre of organizing -repilatthg soLtra caaaa
a chfla, f:a7elops moral atc.aires, According to Ptageta children

ited in the motel judgments their egocentric thouftht until around seven
years of age. At this tattle, c_hlldren advance 't,a early rtage of TD

ism to the more advanced stage moral relataiam

a



A finding which has been well supporited (Boehm & _Ness, 1952; Cowan, Langer,
Heave9xich & Nathanson, 1969; Johnson, 1962; Piaget, 1932) is that younger child-4
ren eendtemake moral judgments based on the consequences of an act, while older
children take into' consideration the intentions behin&ithe action. The original
interview stories which were used by Piaget (1932) as well, as the revised stories
which have recently been-used (Armsby, 1971; Gutkin, 197,2; Hebble, 1 71; King,
197n to study intentionality have involved Making judgents on the wrongness of
two acts (e.g., Which boy is naughtier? The one who broke one cup or the one who
broke fifteen cups?) Since 1.was interested in prosocial behaviors in children,
I asked,..: do children, use similar bases for making judgments to the rightness
or goodness of two_acts as they do to the wrongness of two acts%

Since research interests-in moral development has shifted from studying pro-
scriptive behaviors such-as cheating, ltealing and lying to prescriptive behav-
iors such as donating,- sharing and helping, it seems that some of the interest

. in studying moral judgments'might also shift to studying iudgments which involve
prosocial behaviors. Shure (1968) found developmental changes in children's
judgments of fairness, generosity and selfishness, while Baldwin and Baldwin
(1970) reported significant increases in adultlike judgments of kindness by
children between five and seven years. Researchers (Baldwin & Baldwin, 1970;
Shaw & Sulzer, 1964) have suggested that children use intentionality differently
under various consequence conditions, While Costanzo, Coie, Grumet and Farnhill
(1973) recently found that children's use of intentionality for making moral
judgments was different under conditions,of positive and negative consequences,
their procedure differed from the Piagetian fOrmat. Children were asked to make
judgments of single actors rather than comparisons of pairs of children. AccOid-

( ing to Costanzo et al. (1973), "this may have allowed subjects' consideration of
1 intentionality to became more visible,' since it did not force the subject to

thciose between intentionality and consequence bases for judgment" (p. 160).

In the.present study, Piagetian type dilemmas which involved both positive
and negative consequences were used, It was expected that children would respond
differently to moral dilemmas with positive and negative consequence stories.
Children's scores for intentionality on moral judgments were expected to increase
with age.

In summary, develoPmental changes in children's sharing were expected to be
related to dQvelopmental changes in both role-taking ability and moral judgments.
While previous studies have reported positive relationships between role-taking
and moral judgments (Ambron & Irwin, 19675; Irwin & Ambron, 1973; Moir, 1974i,
Selman, 1971); moral judgments and sharing (Ugurel-Semin, 1952); and role-taking
and altruism (Krebs, Dote 1), these studies have only investigdted the relation-
ship between two,of the three apparently related social processes, When positive

° relationships were reported for moral judgments, egocentrism and altruism (Rubin
& Schneider 1973), the researchers focused on children at one age rather than
obtaining either cross-sectional orlongitudinal,data. Since Selman (1971) sug-
gested that "the time period during which one chooses to examine the co-develop-
ment of these two processes (role-taking and moral judgments) is critical and
that it is illogical to anticipate finding a close relationship between role-
taking and moral judgments at any and all ages" (p. 89), the present cross-
sectional study was undertaken eo investigate development changes in these rela-
tionships and to test whether the relationship between role-taking, moral judg-
ments and sharing were consistent at different ages. Also since there has been
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little additional evidence supporting Caatanzo et al.'s (1973) finding that
'', moral judgment fax positive consequence stories were ditfferent from negative

consequence 6tories, children's moral judgments to both loositive fld negative
consequence stories were manipulated oin Piagetian moral dilemmas and the re-
latiot-thip between moral judgments and sharlig behaviortwere examined,

Subjects were 40 white children (20 boys and 20 girls) from each o four
:grades: kindergarten, first, second and third, The mean age at the t e of
testing (January) for each grade level was 68, 81, 92, and 104 months respac-
tively. ,The children were attending an elementary school in a rural town (p0P.
9468)%in central \Michigan. According to school administrators, they were aver-
age in performance on intelligence and standhxd achievement tests administered
routAnely in the state and came from predominantly lower- ,middle class families.
UnforttnataiY, IQ scores were not available since school policy restricted in-

, telligence testing and the releasing of intelligence test scores in school
0records,

°

Each chil a participated in two experimental sessions. The first was designe
to measure children's sharing with a friend and their role - taking -Aills;
while information on their moral judgments and sharing candy,with a stranger
(which was part ,of another study in progress) vas obtained during the second
sessfon.

A

After asking each child questions about the number of brothers and sisters
in his family and the name Of the child's best friend at school, each child was
given 11 M&M candies a bag, M &Ms were used since Midlarsky'and Bryan (1967)
found no relationship between children's preferences for M&Ms and their giving
behavior, and because Witryol (1971) found no age or sex differences in prefer-
ences for M&Ms as rewards for children in kindergarten, second and fourth grades.

:" The M&Ms were emptied out on the table. The experimenter then said, "Here are
some,M&M candies. These are for you to have, .If-you want to you can leave
some for (name of test friend), We'll put the ones you want
to keep for yourself in this bag and put your name.on tt. Then we'll Piit the'
one's you want to give to your friend in another bag. If.you don't want to,,
you don't have to give your friend any candy." After the child made his decision,
the' experimenter put the bags of candy aside and said he would give them to the.
teacher who would give them to the children at lunch,

After the M&Ms were divided, each child was presented with four measures of
role-taking ability. The first task required the child to tell a story about a
sequence of seven piCturs'which involved a boy being frightened by a dog, run-
ning down a street, and climbing.a tree to eat an apple (described by Flavell
et al., 1968, p. 71). After telling the sory with all seven oardspresented,
three cards were removaal which elimirlated the fear of dog motive for climbing
the'tree. The experimenter then said, "Your teacher has never seen these pic-
tures. What I'd like you to do this time is tell me the story your teacher
would tell if she saw these pictures. What would your teacher say is happening
in this story?" 2k three category systemused by Selman (1971) was used to score
the responses tO this role-taking task ,(see Appendix A),

The second, third and fourth role-taking tasks were an adaptation of a pro-
cedure used by Chandler and Greenspan (1972). Each child was presented with three
story situations which involved a main character experiencing sadness, anger or
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happiness, and a second character who entered the scene too late to know the cir-;
cumstances arousing these emotions In the main character, While Chandler and
Greenspan. (1972) used pictured situations, miniature toy children, a' dog and a
truck were manipulated in the present study. Each child was given an opportunity
to assign an emotion to the main character An the story by choosing one from
among four pictured emotions and identifying it, The subject was then asked to
tell the story from' the point'of view, of the main character and then from the
perspective of the naive late comer.

The following is an example of one of the situations. The experimenter
gave the following instructions: "Listen tO'the stories carefully. Then I'll
ask you some questions about them." One day a boy and girl were going to the
store for their mother to buy a loaf of,bread. When fhey were crossing the
street they found a quarter and now they could buy some candy for themselves,

"How do the boy and girl feel now?" (Subject responds)

As they continued walking down the street, a friend came running by and asked
them to play a game of hide and seek with 'a grotip of children. The boy and

'girl said no they didn't want to, The friend was surprised that the boy and
girl didn't want to-play hide and seek., So, the friend had to play with some
other children.

The-experimenter then. asked the subject a series of questions: "Can you
tell me'what happened in the story from the beginning? What would the friend
say happened in the story? Why does the friend think the boy and girl are
happy? Why does the friend think the boy and girl don't want to play hide and
seek?"

.

This procedure and similar questions were used for the other two stories.
The responses were tape-recorded and later scored by two independent raters.
The total role-taking ability score was the sum of the scored responses on
the four role-taking tasks,

During the second experimental session each child was presented with six
moral judgment dilemmas. Three revised Piagetian stories involving negative
consequences which were used by Armsby,(1971) were presented along with three
stories 'involving positive consequences (donating, sharing and helping) which
were written and pilot tested for the purpose of this study. After each neg-
ative consequence story, the subject as asked which of two children he thought
was the naughtiest and why he thought he was the naughtiest. After the positive
consequence stories, each child was asked which of two children he thought was
the nicest and why he thought he was the nicest, The order of presentation of
the positive and negative consequence stories were counterbalanced in the study.

An example of a positis.e consequence dilemma is the following:

Once ,there was a little,giri who wanted to play with a lot of, crayons but
the crayons were on the top shelf of a booLcase In the playroom, Because the
girl was little she could not reach them. filer friend Sally.wac playing a game
an8 came running into the room. Sally accidentally bumped into the bookcase
and knocked 15 crayons off the L'op shelf. The little girl p,:ked up the fif-
teen crayons and was happY that :2;11 7otild now color in her

o
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Compare Sally with . . .
A A

Once thereWaa a little girl who wanted a red crayon which was on the top
of the refrigerator. The little girl couldn't reach the crayon becauseshe'was
too short. her friend Jane came into the room and saw her reaching for the cray-
on. Jane wanted to reach the crayon and give it' to the little girl. Jane'gave
the little girl the crayon and the little girl started ,to colbr ix her book.

"Which of the two girls do you think was the nicest? Why do you think she
was the nicest?"

Responses toithese stories were also tape. - recorded and later scored by two
independent raters. Paints were assigned for,each moral judgment response with
zero points.given for responses based on the censequence6 of an act and One point
given for.responses which 'took intentionality' into account. Afte; respondi9g to
all six dilemmas, the childreri participated in a separate but related experimental
study'which investigated the effects of reward7deservedness-bn children's sharing
with a stranger=' (see Olejnik, 1974)., .H,

Stride positive correlations were'found between age and sharing with aCtriend
Zr = .20, p < .01); age and role-taking (r = ,30, p < .001); and age and moral
judgments (r = 04, p < .001), a general summary of the intercortelations found-
among rple-taking, moral judgments and sharing, with age partialled out, is.pre-
sented in Table 1. The data are presented separately for boys and girls in Table
2, In general these results are consistent with previous studies.

.

Role-taking and moral judgments

R6le-taking ability and the use of intentionality for makinN moral judgments
werepoSitively correlated Cr = .43, p < .001), and these correlations were simi-
lar,or both boys (r = .42, p < .001) and gir16 (r = .49, p < ,001). Since Selman
(1971) indicated that role*taking and moral.judiments might not be consistently
related at all'akes, 4 eloser examination of this relationship between role-taking

Cand moral judgments was done for each grade (see 'Table 3). ChildM with scores
on the role-taking tasks between zero and six which was be1oW the median
(2c.= 6.725) for role- taking scores'across all grades were classified as low role-
taking while those with scores greaterrthan seven were classified as high role..
taking ability. Since responses to the moral judgmenedilemmas were scored either
zero for consequences and one for intentionality, subjects were classified as
high in moral judgments only if they focused on intentionality for at leaf:it four
of the six moral judgment stories, The mean score forintentionality across all
conditions was 3,96. Children who focused on intentionality for fewer than four
.stories were classified as low in moral judgments,

A summary of the crhi-square analyses of the relationship between role-taking
and moral judgments at each grade (see Table 3) indicates that the relationship
is significant for children in kindergarten, firsti,second 'and third grades.
Children between five and nine years of age with better developed role-taking
skills were more likely to use intentionality when making moral judgments.
Greater role-taking ability is related to more advanced stages of moral judg-
ment. These findings notoonly confirm and support previous research (Irwin &
Ambion, 1973; Moir, 1974; Rubin & Schbeider, 1973; Selman, 1971) but also extend



the results t6 younger children anditomoral judgments on Piagetian.'dilemmas.

Role-taking and shari

As presented in Table li'roli-taking ability was correlated with sharing
with a fried (r .66, p < .001); sharing with a stranger (r .24, p < .01)1
and toter sharing (r .49, p < .001). While the relationship between role -'
taking and sharing with a friend was-signifiCant for both boys (r ,64,
p < .001) and girls (r .69, p < .001); the correlation between role-taking
and sharing with a stranger. was significant only-forlboys Cr p < .01).
A more detailed analysis was done ito examine the relationship between role-
taking and sharing forpboth boys and girls in each gradeqsee Table 4),

Since the average number of candlts shared with a friend was 3,55, child-
ren who shared\less than the median, four, were considered low in sharing while
those Who shaded four or more were classified as high in sharing with a friend?
The number of boys and girls in each grade with high or low role-taking skills
who were either high or low.in sharing `with a friend are presented in 'Titlm,A..

6

Fisher exact probabilities (see Siegel, 195 for each group are listed.
Children with high role-taking skills tended to share more than children with
low role-taking skills. This finding Was consistent for both boys and girls
at each grade level. Only twenty-eight of the children actually were generous
and gave away more than half of their candy to a friend.. When the number of '

candies shared` with a' friend are examined in terns of being generous ( giOng

a
more than half away) or selfish (keeping More than half), iqbecomes
more apparent (see Tabl 5)fdat role taking ability is a.necessary but not
sufficient prereqiiisit for generosity, Only 1 kindergarten girl with low
role-taking skills was generous, while the other 27'"generous" children all
had high role-taking skills.

'!

Moral judgments and harinj
/-

The°porrelatiOns presented :Tables 1 and 2 indicate that moral judgments
and sharing with a friend are positively related (r --;,. ,44, p < ,001), Although
the relationship between.moral jpdiments and sharingTwith a friend was signifi-
cant for both boys (r .= .52, p < .001) and girls (r - ;39, p < .001), only for
boys was there.a-mmall positive correlation between moral judgments and sharing
with a stranger (r .. .15. p, < .05). . e

Q A more detailed analysis was done to determine the relationship between
moral judgments and sharing-for both boys-and girls in each grade (see Table
6), The number of children with high or low moral judgment scores who were
either high or low in sharing with a friend are presented in Table'6 with
Fisher exact probabilities. fOr each group listed, In althost every condition,
children with high moral judgment scores tended to share more than children
with low moral judgment scores. When the, children are classifiedas either
selfish or generous (see Table 7), i appears that except'for the four girls
in the first and second grades, high moral judgments seem to be a °necessary
but not sufficient prerequisite tot generosity.

Sex and age differences

Some interesting results were obtained from an analysis of age and sex

A
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differences 14,the development o r leTtaking Sills, moral judgments and Ail-
dren'ssharing,' as well as an analy's s of the Affedte of positive and negative
consequences. on moral ,judgments. A eiplOmary of the mean scores and standard.de,
viations for role-taking, moral judgments and sharing for boys and girls in each
grade is presented in Table 8.

1

Children's intentionality responses on the moral judgment stories werr,
analyzed by` a 2 (sex of subject) X 4 (grade) X 2 (sto'ry consequences) analysis
of variance-w4th repeated measures, A Summary of this analysis is presented

. in Table 10, There was a.significant effect, for grade (age) on the `use of in-
tentlonality for making moral judgments (F = 5,56; L^4., 3,144; p ,005). As
hypotheSized'and consistent with previous research, older children were more
,likely to use intentionality as a basis for makingimoral.juqgments, while younger
children tended to focus on the consequences, NewMan-geuls test of the, dif-
ference between.age groups indicated. that the moral judgment scores of,the
third graders were significantly different from all other gradeg. The first
and second grades were significantly differenefrom,kindergartens.nd there was
no difference between first and second grades. There was also.a significant
effect fqr the story Consequences on intentionality responses (F = 34,18;
df = 1,144; p < ,001). Children were more likely to use intentionality as a
basis for making moral judgments when the dilemmas inVolved,positive conse,-
quences rathet than negative consequences,These data not only confirm find,-
ings reported by Costanzo, Coie, prument, and Farnill (1973) that children
use intentionality as a)msts for)Making moral judgments differently for posi-
tive atld negative-consequences stories, but also extend the findings to moral
dilemmas using Piagetian stories. As suggested by Costanzo et al. (1973), one
possible reason why the children mayfifocus on intentionality for positiVe con-
sequence stories at a younger age is because parents or other socializing
agents are more likely to take into account the child's intention when reward-
ing children for good,behaVior and punishing bad betavior more often on the
basis of the oongequenCes of an act, Although Piaget (1932) suggested that
parents inftnenced children's development of moral judgments, little research
has been done to investigate that relationship, Further investigations of the
development of Mnral''judgMents in children should take into consideration both
positive and negative consequences in moral dilemmas as well as parental social-
ization techniques.

The data on role-taking and sharing were analyzed by several 2 (sex of
subject) X 4 (grade) analyses of variance, The summaries of these analyses
are presented in Tables ;9 and 11. There were significant effects for sex of
subject (F = 3,92; df =4,152; p < ;05) and grade (F = 5.78; df = 3, 152;
p < .025) on role-taking scores (see Table 9), While girls had higher role-
taking scores than boys at each grade, individual comparison of means (Winer,
1962, p. 238) revealed that only in the third grade was there a significant
difference in the role-taking scores between boys and girls (F =4.19;df =
1,152; p < .05). A test of the differences in role-taking scores between age
groups indicated that while the scores between first, second and thirdi'granes
were not significantly differentifram each other, they were significantly
ferent from the scores of children in kindergarten. The finding that role-
taking scores increased with age is consistent with previous research. it is
not clear why the sex differences were found since previous reserIch has not
reported any differences,
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There as also a. significant effect for sex of subject on shaTine with 2
friend (,t - 3.51. df e 1,152! p < .025).' girls shared more Ms with a
friend than boys at each grade, an individual comparison of the means indicate'.1
that only in kindergarten was the difference between boys and girls statisti-
cally significant 3,91; df = 1,152! p < .05), As hypothesized, there was
a significant effect for age on sharing with a friend (r =: 1.74: df =.1, 152;,

although it was the first and third graders ale: (not second graders)
771 -10 sh:_lred significantLv more Mnils than children in kindergarten.

lleasures of role 'taking, moral judgments and sharing

rhe intercorrelations of each of the four role-taking tasks compared to the
teta,1 yule -- alrang scores were r = ,65, .88,, .84, and ,86 respectively, These
correlations indicate internal reliability for the items on the role-taking task.
The inte:creelations for each of the moral judgment stories and the total moral
judgment score Yel p higher for the three negative consequence stories (r = .75,
71 and .77) Lne for the three 2ositflyv conseeuence stories (r .55, .5/, al-F/

Yespe.c.Li icores on the nef.,ative ;heel positive consequence items were
positivele) correlated (r - .33, p K .001) . Children were generally consistent
on both the role taking tasks and the moral judgments. The inter-rater reli-
abilities for the two independent raters were ,95 for the role-taking scores
and .93 for the moral judgment scores, There was also a positive correlation
between the two sharing measures (r e < .001), Children who shared MEIM5
with their friend were also likely to share f!'!s with a stranger.

Two limitations of the :i:esent study were a lack Lnformation on TO (hA)
scores ofothe children and the fact that hi cros-mctional studies age and co-
hort effects are confounded. Alehoueh it e;Tecrd that gel covaries with role-
taking and moral judgments, in -.-)rvio1.1 wcudies even when ln (.1A) was controlled9
somewhat reduced relltionshipe we're still found 1)elLT7eer, 1-o1e-taAng and moral
judgments.

In general, the livpothee A .17 ic:ardlw,, the rulLtl.ohips
between role-talAng, moral 1,11avor. agnear
confirmed. Although there LI ruIat-ion:shi.n

for role-tahine or morril juThmet::i on ni there L; that cognitive
thought processes are behi.1.7it;r. The nresent stud7
was valuable not only in demorvItrJilti these rcdatTer7.1;;MIl al. so c2::teudin

findings of previous investigators to vonnger children at dieFferent eeee
and with different tasks. The :;Ti de has coettihhted additional data to the E,-./E:

'tematic investigation of the rmna(!t of (xv,2.nitivr, development on snf!lal ?)ehav,

Although there is an apparent 111,,Ha chijdri ..?1:11:'.n'
havior and children appear to behave mere' therf, Lo nee'l

short-term longitudinal data as well as additional infolmation on thQ Anti
of the children for sharing when studying children 'n prosociel behavior.
ture studies might attempt either cross-lagged panel analysis techniques with
this correlational data or study the effects $f experimental manipulation
training moral judgments and/or role -- taking skills on altruistic kehavinie
Also, some of the recent work be ';e1T,or, and ti: or (197',) on inld

justice can he appropriately adantel to HII'thPF cernitiYe 1-e-

lated to the develolut of nroc,c1;;I

", to y 9



APPENDIX0A

aforroleScoritcin:tasks%

.

A three category system used by Selman (1971) was used to...score the re-
spon4es to the seven picture story task, Category ljncluded responses which
indicated that the dog frightened the Loy .and chased him *the tree, as, well
as a failure to just tell a four:pictured story,- Category 2 included responses
which indicated that the subjeccoouldell,a straight four-pictured story but

'.maintained that the dog fright.ened, thelboy up thetree when asked why the teach-
er said the boy was climbing the tree, Category 3 included the responses which
told an accurate four.:Ipictured Story as well As left out the motivational force
of the dog frightening the boy. N2 points were assigned .to responses in Category
1, one point to Category 2 and two points to Category 3 responses,

In each of the three naive-late7comer stories, responses which accurately
described the feelings of the main"character-in the story were assigned one
point.' Responses to the muestion "what would the friend say happened in the
story?" which were included were scored for the amount, of provided information
included. Any responses including additional information which was unknown to
the late-corner in thestory (aoi the dog was hit by the truck) were assigned
zero points. Responses which did not include ".priyheged" inforrqation were
assigned one point (seethatidler & Greenspan:, 1972). In additioi,iponses
to questions about the emotional state of the main character from" perspec-
tive of the late-corners were scored -zero for including privileged information
and one for responses which did not mention the prior information,
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TABLE 1

SiGgIriCAN; INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN MEASURES OFPNOLIANKING,
MORAL-JUDGMENTS AND SHARING, WITH ACE PARTIALLED.

CN = 16%

7 MEASURES 2 3 4

1, Sharing with friend --
2.. Sharing with stranger .41**
3. Sharing total. .78** .89**
4. Role-taking :66**° .24** .49**
5. MOral judgments ,

43** .15** .32** veal

* p < .05
** p < .001

r.
TABLE 2

INTERCORRELATIONS BETWEEN MEASURES OF ROLE-TAXING, MORAL JUDGMENTS
AND SHARING FOR BOYS AND GIRLS WITH AGE PARTIALLED.

(N 80)I
MEASURES 2 3 4 S

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Sharing with fri-td
Sharing with stranger
Sharing total
Role-taking
Moral Judgments

--

.30**

.72**

.69**
39**

.51**
--

.88**

.15
-.07 )

.83**

.90**
--

.45**

.14

.64**

.32**

.53**
--

.49**

..52**

.51**

.42**
I ri

NOTE: Correlations for boys in the upper half of the matrix and correlations
for girls in the lower half of the matrix.

** p < .001

4
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I TABLE 3

.8UNMARY CSI-SQUAXE ANALYSES: RELATIONS BETWEEN ROLE-TAKING (RT)
AND MORAL JUDGMENTS (MJ) AT EACH GRADE

.Low Role-Taking i High Ro -Taking
Low MJ High MJ Low MJ High NJ

Kindergarten 19 7 5 9 3.845 .05
-First 10 7 5 18 4.262 .05
Second 13 6 6 15 4.962 .05
.Third 9 6 4 21 6.357 .025
finals 51 26 20 63 28.726 .001

TABLE 4

NUMBER OF BOYS AND GIRLS IN EACH GRADE WITH HIGH OR LOW ROLE- TAKING SKILLS WHO
WERE EITHER HIGH OR LOW tt41 SHARING

Low RoleTaking High Role-Taking
p,Low Sharing High Sharing Low Sharing High Sharing

Kindergarten

Firs t

Second

Third

boys
girls

boys
girls'

boys
girls

boys
girls

, 11
10

8

6

7

9

7

3

2

3

1

2

3

0

4

2

1

2

0

2 1;.

1

0
1

S
6

9
12

8
10

9

l5

.05.

.025

.005

.01

.025

.9es

.01

.003

SABLE 5

NUMBER OP BOYS AND GIRLS IN EACH GRADE WITH HIGH OR LOW ROLE-TAKING SKILLS WOO
WERE EITHER SELFISH OR GENEROUS WITH A FRIEND,

Low Role-Taking
Selfish
High Role-Taking

Selfish Generous Generous

Kindergarten

First

Second

Third

Totals

boys
girls

boys
girls

boys
girls

boys
girls

boys
girls

13

12

9

8

10

9

11

4

43

33

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

" " 14

6

5

8

5

9

5

'6

12

29

27

1

2

3

7

1

6

30

4

8

19

. ,

4



TABLE 6

NUMBER OF BOYS AND GIRLS IN EACH GRADE WITH HIGH OR LOW MORAL JUDGMENT SCORES
'WHO'WERE EITHER HIGH OR LOW IN SHAKING

Low Moral iJudetilLE High Moral Judgments
Low Sharing High Sharing Low Sharing High Sharing p

Kindergarten

First

Second

Third

,01011&,..

boys 7 6 6 1

girls 8 2 3 7 .05

boys 7 1 3' 9 .005
. girls 5 3 1 11 .025

boys 8 2 1 4 .00
girls 5. 2

_

5 8

boys 5 2 2 11 .025 ,

girls 3 2 1 14 .05'

TABLE 7

NUMBER OF BOYS ANp GIRLS IN EACH GRADE WITH HIGH OR LOW M^RAL JUDGMENT SCORES
WHO(WERE EITHER SELFISH OR GENEROUS WITH A FRIEND

Lowlioral Judgments High Moral Judgments
Selfish Generous Selfish Generous

Kindergarten

First

Second

Third

1

boys 13 0 6 1

girls 10 0 7

boys 8 0
girls 6 2

boys 10 0
girls 7

boys
girls

8

5

2

0

0

9

7

9

7

9

11

3

5

1

4

3

4

q



TABLE1

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ROLE-TAKING, MORAL JIIDGMENTS, AND SHARING

Kindergarten Fikst
boys girls boys girls

Role-taking MEAN 5.40 5.60 6.65 7.05
SD 2.11 1.93' 2.66 2.33

Moral Judgments MEAN 1.00 1.35 1.80 1.60
(negative consequences) SD 1.17 1.31 1.32 1.27

Moral Judgmedta MEAN 1.90 2.00 2.05 2.60
(positive consequences) SD 147 1.07 .89 .82

Moral, Judgments '1/4

(totals)
MEAN 2.90

SD 1.83
3.35
2.00

3.85
1.84

4.20
1.85

Sharing with MEAN 2.10 3.36 3.55 4.40
Friend SD 2.02 2.18 1.98 1.96

Sharing with MEAN 2.65 4.25 4.30 3.55
Stranger ED 2.08 3.93 2.70 2.89

Sharing Total MEAN 4.75 7.55 7.85 :7.95
SD 3.39 4.90 3.81 3.61

1

Second Third
boys girls boys girls

6.50 7.30 6.90 8.40
2.11 2.54 2.59 2.16

1.60 1.60 2.00 2.50
1.31 1.27 1.30 1.10

2.20 2.40 2.55 2.80
.95 .82 .89 .94

3.80 4.00 4.55 5.16
1.82 1.84 1.85 1.41

,3.45 3.50 3.60 4J55
1.90 2.42 2.33 1.50

3.25 3.65 ,3.80 4.20
3.04 2.28 2.90 2.97

6.70 7.15 7.40 4.75
41,22 4.03 4.65 3.70

Note: N 20 Subjects in each cell.

J



TABLE 9

DBUMMARY VW ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF "LE-TAXING SCORES.

SOURCE df MS F

Sex of subject (A) 1 21.02 3.92*
Grade (B) - 3 31.03 5.78**
A X E 3 3.29 .61
Error 152 5.37

* p < .05
** p < .005

TABLE 10

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF INTENTIONALITY' RESPONSES
ON moRAL JUDGMENT STORIES.

SOURCE df MS

Sex of subject (A) 1 3.00 )1.72
Grade (B) 3 9.68 5.56**
A X B 3 .11 .06
Error (between) 144 1.74
Story Consequences (C) 1 29.40 34.18***
A X C i , 1 .08 .09
B X C f

.

3 .77 .89

AXBX
cil

3 ,1.42 1.65
Error (within) 144 .86

Mil011.
**ip < .005

*** p <..001

TABLE 11

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF SHARING WITH A FRIEND

SOURCE df MS

Sex of subject (A) 1 23.25 5'.51**

Grade (3) 3 15.78 3.74**
A X B 3 .2.47 .58

Error y 152 4.22

** p < .025


